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Abstract—We present a computational study comparing the
performance of narrowband (NB) microwave hyperthermia for
breast cancer treatment with a recently proposed ultra-wideband
(UWB) approach. Space–time beamforming is used to preprocess
input signals from both UWB and NB sources. The train of UWB
pulses or the NB sinusoidal signals are then transmitted simul-
taneously from multiple antennas into the breast. Performance
is evaluated using finite-difference time-domain electromagnetic
(EM) and thermal simulations with realistic numerical breast
phantoms derived from magnetic resonance images (MRIs) of the
breast. We use three methods of mapping MRI data to complex
permittivity data to account for uncertainty in the embodiment of
the dielectric properties transitions in heterogeneous breast tissue.
EM power-density deposition profiles and temperature profiles
are compared for the UWB and NB cases in the three different
breast phantoms. Dominant mechanisms that influence the effi-
cacy of focusing UWB and NB signals in the breast are identified.
The results of this study suggest that, while NB focusing performs
reasonably well when the excitation frequency is optimized, UWB
focusing consistently performs better, offering the potential for
tighter focusing and greater reduction of hot spots, particularly in
breast tissue, which exhibits distinct dielectric-properties bound-
aries within the tissue heterogeneity.

Index Terms—Breast cancer, electromagnetic (EM) hyper-
thermia, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, micro-
wave imaging, space–time beamforming, ultra-wideband (UWB)
radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYPERTHERMIA is a well-known thermal therapy
wherein the cytotoxic effects of elevated temperatures

in tissue are induced to achieve cell death or render the cells
more vulnerable to ionizing radiation and chemical toxins.
Clinical studies have shown local hyperthermia to be effective
in the treatment of a variety of cancers [1]–[4], including breast
cancer [5]–[7], when delivered as an adjuvant to radiation
and/or chemotherapy. The objective of hyperthermia treatment
of cancer is to raise the temperature in the tumor volume above
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42 C–43 C for a sufficient period of time while preserving
normal physiological temperatures (well below 42 C) in
the surrounding tissue. One of the persisting challenges in
achieving this objective with noninvasive electromagnetic
(EM) hyperthermia treatment is focusing EM power in the
cancerous tissue while avoiding the introduction of auxiliary
foci in normal tissue.

The use of an antenna array offers the opportunity for trans-
mitting EM signals that constructively interfere at a desired
location and destructively interfere elsewhere in space, thereby
providing localized heating via selective absorption of EM
energy. Numerous investigations have been conducted over
the past several decades to explore and evaluate methods of
focusing EM energy using arrays that transmit amplitude- and
phase-adjusted narrowband (NB) signals [8], [9]. In contrast,
until very recently, less attention has been given to the possi-
bility of using multiple-frequency or ultra-wideband (UWB)
signals. In 1998, Jacobsen proposed a multifrequency scheme
based on the use of three NB signals distributed over a 520-MHz
band and demonstrated that distributing the transmitted power
over this frequency band produces fewer hot spots in the volume
to be heated [10]. In 2004, we proposed and demonstrated the
theoretical feasibility of an UWB microwave space–time
beamforming system for focusing microwave energy at a lesion
site in the breast [11]. In our UWB approach, an UWB pulse
train is passed through a beamformer (a bank of time shifters
and finite-impulse response (FIR) filters), which implements
the frequency-dependent amplitude and phase adjustments in
each channel to exploit coherent and incoherent combining of
signals across frequency and space. Our preliminary results
suggested that the necessary temperature gradients required for
effective hyperthermia may be achieved with this technique.

Our previous feasibility study was motivated by the hy-
pothesis that UWB focusing methods offer the potential for
tighter focusing and a greater reduction of hot spots compared
to NB methods. The rationale behind this hypothesis, as given
in [11] from a frequency-domain perspective, is summarized
here. The mainlobe for each frequency component of the trans-
mitted UWB pulses attains a maximum at the focal location.
Therefore, the total power at the focal location will be the
coherent summation of power across frequency. The location
and peak amplitudes of the sidelobes will be a function of array
configuration, breast composition, and frequency. At positions
away from the focal location, some frequencies will have
sidelobe peaks while others will have nulls. Hence, for a fixed
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mainlobe power, the overall sidelobe levels are expected to be
lower when transmitting UWB pulses rather than NB signals.
While these arguments seem to be highly plausible, they were
not verified by a formal study of UWB focusing compared with
NB focusing in realistic breast tissue.

In this paper, we present a numerical investigation of the
performance of UWB versus NB signals for focusing EM
energy in the breast. Following the methodology in [11], we
use an anatomically realistic finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) EM breast model, containing a 2-mm-diameter tumor,
to simulate the absorbed EM power density distributions that
result from the transmission of focused UWB or NB signals.
An FDTD thermal model based on the Pennes bio-heat equa-
tion is used to simulate the temperature profiles which result
from the simulated absorbed power density distributions. The
results of this comparison study indicate that UWB focusing
produces the desired elevated temperatures in the tumor region
while preserving normal physiological temperatures throughout
larger regions of normal breast tissue relative to NB focusing.

We have intentionally chosen to limit the comparison study to
a relatively small tumor diameter of 2 mm. As the tumor size de-
creases, the higher conductivity of malignant tissue makes less
of a contribution toward selective microwave absorption, and the
role that focusing plays becomes more critical. The small-tumor
scenario therefore allows for a proper assessment of the validity
of our hypothesis that tighter focusing and reduced hot-spots
can be achieved with UWB focusing relative to NB focusing.

Section II describes the beamforming technique for focusing
NB and UWB signals. Section III describes the numerical
models and methods used to evaluate the efficacy of the UWB
and NB hyperthermia techniques. In Section IV, we compare
the two techniques by examining the absorbed EM power-den-
sity distributions and temperature profiles. These results are
followed by concluding remarks in Section V.

II. TRANSMIT BEAMFORMING

A beamformer is a spatial filter that can be used with an array
of antennas to focus energy at some desired location in a spatial
field. NB beamformers are comprised of one complex weight
in each antenna channel, while UWB beamformers contain a
tapped delay line or FIR filter in each channel. The amplitude
and phase in each channel is chosen to obtain constructive inter-
ference at the focus location and destructive interference else-
where. The FIR filters in the UWB beamformer implement the
amplitude and phase required for constructive/destructive inter-
ference as a function of frequency.

The goal of our transmit focusing design strategy is to maxi-
mize the energy deposited at a given location while minimizing
energy deposited throughout the remainder of the breast region.
We choose to place greater emphasis on minimizing energy
deposition at interior regions than near the surface because a
cooling medium can be used to prevent unhealthy temperatures
near the skin. A time-domain approach is used for the UWB
beamformer design to jointly optimize the design criterion
across all frequencies in the band of interest. In contrast,
solving a series of decoupled design problems, one for each
frequency as in [11], results in a suboptimal solution, since it

does not take into account the fact that the net energy respon-
sible for heating is the integral of the energy at each frequency.
Independently optimizing the energy at each frequency is not
equivalent to optimizing the integral.

Assume that an array of antennas is located in a coupling/
cooling medium surrounding the breast. We represent the ana-
lytical model of the frequency response associated with prop-
agation through the coupling medium and normal breast tissue
from the th antenna to location by . The analytical
propagation model employed here is identical to that described
in [11]. The FIR filter in the th channel has coefficients rep-
resented by the vector ,
where superscript denotes the vector/matrix transpose. The
filter length is chosen empirically to balance performance and
complexity. The frequency response of the th filter is written
as

(1)

where and is the
sampling interval. The total weighted energy deposited in a re-
gion of the breast in the UWB case is thus obtained as

(2)

where represents the temporal frequency band of interest. We
choose the weighting term in (2) as
in order to emphasize the region near while de-emphasizing
those positions distant from . Usually, is chosen near the
center of the breast to de-emphasize energy deposition near the
skin. The constant controls the degree of de-emphasis with
distance from .

Let the vector be the
concatenation of the weight vectors from each channel.
Define , , and let

. We may now
rewrite (2) as

(3)

where and superscript
denotes complex-conjugate transpose. The energy deposited

at the focus location in the UWB case is ,
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where . Our transmit focusing
design goal is now concisely expressed as

(4)

The term in (4) is used to penalize solutions with a large
norm, since such solutions are not robust to modeling errors
and other slight perturbations [12]. We choose to be ,
which weights the norm of at approximately 10% of the total
energy in the optimization criterion.

Carrying out the maximization in (4) requires solving the gen-
eralized eigenvalue problem

(5)

where is the eigenvalue and is the identity ma-
trix. Thus, the solution to (4) is the eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue of .

The NB case is obtained by reducing the filter length
in each channel to . The frequency of interest
is denoted by . The optimization problem (4) is ap-
plicable with and

. The solution to (4) for this
case is expressed in closed form as

(6)

where is any real scalar. We choose
.

The beamformer that is used to generate the results in this
paper assumes that the number of antennas is . The filter
length in each channel is for the UWB case and
for the NB case. The sampling period is 20 ps. The frequency
band of interest is GHz and is the
breast interior. The weighting factor is chosen to be 0.9 in units
of cm .

III. NUMERICAL MODELS FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We examine the differences between UWB and NB focusing
for hyperthermia treatment by performing two-dimensional
(2-D) simulations to calculate distributions of absorbed power
density and temperature profiles throughout the breast. This
approach allows for efficient evaluation of the relative merits of
these two techniques and simplifies the problem by eliminating
configurational complications and polarization concerns. While
we expect some quantitative differences to be observed between
2-D and three-dimensional (3-D) focusing, the qualitative con-
clusions drawn from the comparison of UWB and NB focusing
in two dimensions should be valid and extendable to three
dimensions. Both the 2-D EM and thermal models are similar
to the magnetic resonance image (MRI)-derived breast models
presented in [11] except for the methods used to map MRI
data to complex permittivity data and the thermal parameters
used in the breast models. The key features of these models are
summarized below.

A. Anatomically Based Numerical Breast Phantoms

The configuration used in this study mimics that of a pa-
tient lying in the prone (or face-down) position with the breast

Fig. 1. 2-D FDTD model of the hyperthermia treatment configuration for a
patient lying in the prone position. The MRI-derived breast model contains a
2-mm-diameter malignant lesion shown by a white dot. The 17 black dots near
the surface of the breast represent antenna locations. The realistic nature of the
heterogeneous normal tissue is illustrated in Fig. 2.

extending through an opening in the treatment table. In this
position, the antenna array encircles the pendulous breast al-
lowing for easy access to the full volume of the breast. The prone
configuration is represented in two dimensions by a coronal
plane through the breast with antennas surrounding the breast, as
shown in Fig. 1. A 2-mm-diameter malignant tumor is inserted
into the breast model at a distance of 1.5–2.0 cm from the surface
of the breast. Each phantom is composed of four different media
types: heterogeneous normal breast tissue, skin, malignant
tumor, and deionized water (the coupling/cooling medium).

B. EM Model

A 2-D FDTD-based EM model is used to calculate
the absorbed power density distributions that arise from the fo-
cusing of UWB and NB microwave signals in the breast. The
FDTD EM model solves Maxwell’s equations on a discrete spa-
tial grid comprised of a numerical breast phantom and antenna
array configuration shown in Fig. 1. The grid resolution used for
these simulations is 0.5 0.5 mm. The antennas are modeled
as electric-current sources that radiate the set of NB or UWB
signals designed using the procedure described in Section II.

The dispersive nature of the media properties is incorporated
into the FDTD model using an auxiliary differential equation
technique [13]. The dispersion characteristics are treated using
single-pole Debye dispersion expressions of the following form:

(7)

Here, is the relative permittivity at infinite frequency, is
the static relative permittivity, is the static conductivity, and

is the relaxation time constant. Table I lists the specific Debye
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TABLE I
DEBYE PARAMETERS FOR THE DISPERSIVE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THE EM MODEL AND THE RESULTING DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES AT 6 GHz

Fig. 2. MRI data from which the FDTD breast model is derived. (a) MRI image
showing pixel intensity as a function of position within the coronal plane of the
breast. (b) Histogram of MRI pixel intensities.

parameters for each material [14]–[16]. Note that (6 GHz)
and (6 GHz) denote the values of dielectric constant and con-
ductivity generated by the Debye model at 6 GHz—which is the
center of the frequency band of interest.

The anatomically realistic variation of the frequency-depen-
dent permittivity and conductivity in the interior of the breast
is derived from the density variation within a high-resolution
breast MRI data set. The original MRI data are shown as an
image in Fig. 2(a) and as a histogram depicting the range and
distribution of pixel intensities in Fig. 2(b). Darker regions (low
pixel intensities) represent denser fibroglandular tissue while

the lighter regions (high pixel intensities) indicate less dense
adipose tissue. In creating the MRI-derived FDTD EM model,
we do not attempt to directly estimate the complex permittivity
from the MRI pixel intensity data; rather, we map the MRI data
to representative values of complex permittivity using the MRI
data as a template of heterogeneity.

The choice of complex permittivity values is not a definitive
one because of the uncertainty that exists in the literature on the
dielectric properties of normal breast tissue at microwave fre-
quencies [17]. Three dielectric spectroscopy studies [18]–[20]
suggest that normal breast tissue is a low-dielectric-constant,
low-loss material and that the within-patient variability in di-
electric properties is less than 10% around the nominal values.
However, the nominal values across these three studies are not
in agreement. Other studies [21]–[23] suggest that the impact of
normal breast tissue heterogeneity on dielectric-property vari-
ability is more significant, because the dielectric properties of
fat and fibroglandular tissue are distinctly different. Tissue het-
erogeneity in the breast may, in fact, explain the discrepancies
observed across the different studies of [18]–[20].

We account for this dielectric-property uncertainty in our
investigation by creating three different types of MRI-derived
breast models for use in the UWB versus NB performance
comparison. These models differ in the manner in which the
MRI pixel intensities in the heterogeneous breast interior are
mapped to Debye parameters ( , , and ). The three map-
ping methods—uniform, piecewise linear, and bimodal—are
described below. In all three cases, the Debye relaxation time

is treated as a constant throughout the breast interior.
1) Uniform Mapping: This method follows the strategy pre-

sented in [11] and [24] and uses a smooth linear mapping be-
tween the range of MRI pixel intensities in the breast interior
and a range of Debye parameters around a median baseline. The
row labeled as “average tissue” in Table I summarizes the Debye
parameters for the median baseline and the corresponding di-
electric constant and conductivity at 6 GHz. The histogram of
Fig. 3(a) shows the range and distribution of dielectric constants
at 6 GHz that result from applying this uniform mapping scheme
to the data of Fig. 2(b) assuming a variability of 50% about the
median. This result illustrates a general feature of all three map-
ping schemes—that low MRI pixel intensities (dense fibroglan-
dular tissue) are assigned Debye parameters yielding the largest
values of dielectric constant and conductivity while high MRI
pixel intensities (fatty tissue) are assigned the smallest values.

2) Piecewise-Linear Mapping: This method assumes fatty
and fibroglandular tissue are distinct tissue types, each with its
own set of median Debye parameters and degree of variability
about the median. Visual inspection of the MRI image is used to
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the dielectric constant at 6 GHz resulting from: (a) uni-
form, (b) piecewise-linear, and (c) bimodal mapping schemes applied to the MRI
pixel intensities in Fig. 2.

determine intensity thresholds for the fatty, fibroglandular, and
transition regions in the histogram of Fig. 2(b). The intensity
at which the local peak occurs within the higher end of the in-
tensity spectrum of Fig. 2(b) is mapped to the median Debye
parameters chosen for fatty tissue. The maximum pixel inten-
sity within this fatty region of the histogram is mapped to the

TABLE II
THERMAL CONSTANTS USED IN THE NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE

BIO-HEAT EQUATION DERIVED FROM DATA IN [26]–[43]

minimum fatty tissue Debye parameters, and the minimum fatty
tissue pixel intensity is mapped to the maximum fatty tissue
Debye parameters. The same process is applied to the fibroglan-
dular tissue region clustered at the lower end of the pixel inten-
sity spectrum. Pixel intensities within the transition region are
mapped to Debye parameters that span the range between the
fatty maximum and fibroglandular minimum. Fig. 3(b) shows
a histogram of the resulting dielectric constant at 6 GHz when
the median Debye parameters are assigned the values listed in
Table I for fatty and fibroglandular tissue and the variation about
each of the two medians is chosen to be 10%.

3) Bimodal Mapping: This method also assumes two dis-
tinct tissue types in the interior of the breast, but does not allow
for a transition region. A single-intensity threshold is used to
set the boundary between the fatty and fibroglandular tissues.
The pixel intensities within the fat and fibroglandular regions
are mapped to Debye parameters in a manner similar to that
described above for the piecewise-linear mapping method.
Fig. 3(c) shows a histogram of the resulting dielectric constant
at 6 GHz when the median Debye parameters are assigned the
values listed in Table I for fatty and fibroglandular tissue and
the variation about each of the two medians is chosen to be

10%. Comparing Fig. 3(c) with (3b), we conclude that the
bimodal mapping scenario introduces the sharpest contrasts
and, therefore, the greatest scattering within the propagation
medium because of the jump discontinuities that exist in the
dielectric properties in the absence of a transition region.

We note that these three methods yield FDTD models of the
breast with slightly different average dielectric properties of
the breast interior. For example, at 6 GHz, the spatially av-
eraged dielectric constant and conductivity values are as fol-
lows: and S/m for the uniformly mapped
model, and S/m for the piecewise linearly
mapped model, and and S/m for the bi-
modally mapped model. The analytical propagation model used
in the design of the beamformer (discussed in Section II) re-
quires an assumed average for the dielectric properties of the
interior of the breast. We generated the results reported in this
paper (in Section IV) using beamformers that were designed
with average values corresponding exactly to the specific breast
phantom under consideration. We have verified that there is no
discernable change in the performance when beamformers de-
signed using one of the other sets of average values are em-
ployed in the focusing of the microwave signals. In fact, the
beamformer performance is quite robust with respect to much
larger mismatches between the average dielectric properties as-
sumed in the beamformer design and the actual average dielec-
tric properties of the interior breast tissue environment.
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Fig. 4. Dissipated power densityQ in decibels calculated for NB focusing using the FDTD EM model with uniformly mapped tissue heterogeneity. Four different
excitation frequencies are considered: (a) 2, (b) 4, (c) 6, and (d) 8 GHz. The beamformer is designed to focus the signals at (2.0, 4.0) cm—which is the location of
a 2-mm-diameter tumor.

EM power deposition is a well-accepted figure of merit for
evaluating the effectiveness of the focusing strategy employed
in hyperthermia. The heating potential , that is, the power
dissipated per unit volume, is calculated as a function of location
in the breast in one of two ways. For the UWB simulations,
we calculate using the FDTD-computed time-domain field
quantities as follows: [25]:

(8)

where and are the computational lattice indices and is the
assumed pulse repetition rate. For the NB (single-frequency)
simulations, we calculate using the FDTD-derived phasor
field quantities as follows:

(9)

where is the frequency of the transmitted NB signals,
, and is the electric field phasor.

C. Thermal Model

We have also constructed a 2-D FDTD thermal model to com-
pare UWB and NB focusing on the basis of temperature profiles.
The model is based on the well known bio-heat equation:

(10)

which is discretized using the method of [26]. Here, is the
specific heat, is the density, is the thermal conductivity,
represents metabolic heat production, is the heating potential
computed in the FDTD EM simulation, is a constant repre-
senting the heat exchange mechanism due to capillary blood per-
fusion, and is the blood temperature (assumed to be at body
temperature). A discussion of the thermal parameters and their
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Fig. 5. Temperature distribution calculated using the FDTD thermal model with the power deposition pattern of: (a) Fig. 4(a) (2 GHz), (b) Fig. 4(b) (4 GHz),
(c) Fig. 4(c) (6 GHz), and (d) Fig. 4(d) (8 GHz).

role in the bio-heat equation is found in [26]. The thermal model
consists of the same four media as the EM model and uses the
same computational lattice. Thermal properties for the different
media, listed in Table II, were obtained by averaging numerous
values found in the literature [27]–[43]. Note that, while the het-
erogeneity of normal breast tissue is reflected in the dielectric
properties of the FDTD EM model, it is not reflected in the prop-
erties of the FDTD thermal model, i.e., the thermal properties
are assumed to be constant throughout the normal breast tissue
region of the thermal model. Convective boundary conditions
with a convective coefficient of 300 W/m K are used in this
model to simulate the effects of chilled (15 C) water at the skin
surface. The value chosen for the convective coefficient is based
upon an extrapolation of the experimental results for a cooling
system used in ultrasound vasectomy [44].

The thermal simulation proceeds as follows. First, as an ini-
tialization step, an equilibrium temperature distribution is de-
termined for the breast in air at room temperature with no ex-
ternal sources. Then, we assume that the breast is immersed in

the coupling/cooling medium for two minutes and simulate the
resulting temperature distribution. Finally, the spatial distribu-
tion of , as computed by the FDTD EM simulation, is intro-
duced throughout the breast, and the simulation is run until a
steady-state condition is reached.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here, we compare the simulation results for UWB and NB
beamforming in the numerical breast phantoms described in
Section III. Each breast phantom consists of one of the three
FDTD EM models (e.g., uniformly, piecewise linearly, or bi-
modally mapped tissue heterogeneity) coupled with the sole
FDTD thermal model. In all figures showing the spatial distribu-
tion of , the skin region is excluded from view. Water cooling
is sufficient to minimize skin heating, as is evident in all tem-
perature-profile figures where the skin region is included.

First, we consider the effectiveness of NB hyperthermia for the
numerical phantom comprised of the FDTD breast model with
uniformly mapped tissue heterogeneity and a tumor centered at
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Fig. 6. Q in decibels and temperature distributions for the breast phantom with uniformly mapped tissue heterogeneity. (a) and (c) UWB focusing. (b) and (d)
NB focusing at the optimal frequency of 3.5 GHz.

coordinates cm. We choose representative frequencies
from the frequency band over which the UWB focusing signals
have significant spectral content (1–11 GHz). Fig. 4 shows the
spatial distribution of for the excitation frequencies of 2, 4,
6, and 8 GHz. In each case, the maximum occurs at the focus
location, cm. The presence of the tumor at this
focus location introduces a local increase in the absorbed power
density due to the higher conductivity of the tumor relative to the
surrounding tissue. This selective absorption of the tumor aug-
ments the inherent focusing capability of the beamformer. Fig. 5
depicts the temperature profile that is obtained when each of the
four distributions of Fig. 4 are used as the input into the thermal
model. Contour lines are shown in 1 C increments from 37 C
to 42 C. The profiles of Fig. 5 show that the temperature gra-
dients necessary to selectively heat the tumor site to therapeutic
levels (42 C–43 C) can be achieved at 2, 4, and (to some extent)
6 GHz, whereas, at 8 GHz, the temperature selectivity is severely
degraded with temperatures reaching the highest levels near the
surface of the breast instead of at the tumor site.

Several important trends can be observed in Figs. 4 and 5.
Fig. 4 shows that an increase in frequency leads to higher reso-
lution focusing, as was expected. In array processing terms, the
width of the mainlobe of the transmit beampattern decreases
with increasing frequency while the sidelobe levels increase.
Fig. 4 also illustrates that an increase in excitation frequency
leads to an increase in absorbed EM power near the surface
of the breast. This is a direct consequence of attenuation in-
creasing with frequency. A comparison between Figs. 4 and 5
reveals that, as the frequency is increased from 2 to 4 GHz, the
EM power absorption at the tumor site becomes more localized,
while the absorption near the surface does not increase signifi-
cantly. As a result, the region surrounding the tumor that is ex-
posed to temperatures above 42 C is smaller at 4 GHz relative
to 2 GHz. As the frequency is increased further to 6 GHz, the
EM power absorption near the surface increases considerably.
Consequently, while the tumor site is still elevated to the de-
sired temperature, the extent of the raised-temperature region
away from the tumor site is enlarged relative to that observed at
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Fig. 7. Q in decibels and temperature distributions for the breast phantom with piecewise linearly mapped tissue heterogeneity. (a) and (c) UWB focusing.
(b) and (d) NB focusing at the optimal frequency of 3.8 GHz.

the lower frequencies. At 8 GHz, the increased sidelobe levels
and the greatly increased EM power absorption in normal tissue
result in ineffective hyperthermia treatment characterized by un-
desired hot spots near the surface of the breast.

Thus, a fundamental tradeoff exists when focusing NB sig-
nals in the breast. If too low of a frequency is chosen, then the
extent of the region surrounding the tumor site that is raised to
nonphysiological temperatures may be unnecessarily large [see
Fig. 5(a)] due to poor focusing resolution associated with the
mainlobe. If too high of a frequency is chosen, then too much
of the transmitted power is absorbed in tissue near the breast
surface and throughout the breast due to increased conductivity
of normal tissue and higher sidelobe levels. This latter case re-
sults in auxiliary foci or hot spots in normal tissue rather than at
the tumor site [see Fig. 5(d)]. Clearly, the choice of an effective
NB excitation frequency requires balancing the competing de-
mands of focusing resolution with depth of penetration within
a propagation medium whose dielectric properties and volume
are patient-specific.

Although we only show results at four representative frequen-
cies in the 1–11-GHz band, this frequency band can be fur-
ther explored using finer sampling, and EM and thermal sim-
ulation can be performed at each frequency. The ratio of de-
posited power at the tumor location to deposited power near
the breast surface can be calculated, and the frequency with the
largest ratio is considered to be the “optimum” frequency. Note
that the optimum frequency will vary with breast density and
geometry. For the phantom with uniformly mapped tissue het-
erogeneity, the optimum frequency determined in this manner is
3.5 GHz. Interestingly, the spectral peak of transmit pulses that
result from the UWB design described in Section II occurs at
precisely this frequency.

The and temperature profiles for the NB case at the op-
timum frequency compared with the UWB case are shown in
Fig. 6. EM focusing in the vicinity of the tumor location appears
to be comparable in both cases, leading to areas of similar size
over which the temperature is elevated to above 42 C. In the
normal tissue region in the center of the breast, the peak level
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Fig. 8. Q in decibels and temperature distributions for the breast phantom with bimodally mapped tissue heterogeneity. (a) and (c) UWB focusing. (b) and (d)
NB focusing at the optimal frequency of 3.7 GHz.

of absorbed EM power is 3 dB higher for the NB case. This
extra absorbed power is the likely cause for the higher tempera-
tures that appear around the center of the breast in the NB profile
of Fig. 6(d) relative to the UWB profile of Fig. 6(c). Although
UWB focusing yields higher absorbed power near the surface of
the breast, the water cooling of the skin prevents hot spots from
occurring in this region.

Fig. 7 shows the and temperature profiles for UWB and NB
focusing in the breast phantom with piecewise linearly mapped
tissue heterogeneity. The optimal NB frequency here is 3.8 GHz.
Increased power deposition can be seen throughout the breast in
both Fig. 7(a) and (b) when compared with Fig. 6(a) and (b), al-
though a greater increase occurs in the NB case. The increase is
attributed to the sharper contrast in dielectric properties between
fatty and fibroglandular tissue. A comparison between the UWB
case in Fig. 7(a) and the NB case in Fig. 7(b) once again suggests
that the excess power deposited near the center of the breast with
NB focusing contributes to the degraded temperature profile in
Fig. 7(d) compared with the temperature profile in Fig. 7(c).

The resulting and temperature profiles from NB and UWB
focusing in the breast phantom with the bimodally mapped
tissue heterogeneity is depicted in Fig. 8. The optimal NB
frequency here is 3.7 GHz. Once more, UWB focusing yields a
temperature profile with steeper gradients compared to the NB
focusing profile. Figs. 6–8 consistently show that power absorp-
tion near the surface of the breast has no adverse effect on the
temperature gradients, assuming that there is sufficient water
cooling. The input power to the antennas for the UWB and
optimal NB focusing solutions ranged from 4.5 to 9.5 W/cm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have compared UWB and NB beamforming
for microwave hyperthermia treatment of breast cancer using
anatomically realistic numerical breast phantoms containing a
2-mm-diameter tumor. Three methods for mapping MRI pixel
intensity data to complex permittivity data were used to de-
rive the phantoms. These mapping methods cover a wide range
of possible embodiments of the dielectric-properties transitions
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that may occur in the breast interior due to heterogeneous tissue
composition. The small tumor size creates one of the most chal-
lenging focusing scenarios for selective heating. This formal
comparison study confirms our hypothesis that UWB focusing
methods offer the potential for tighter focusing and a greater re-
duction of hot-spots compared to NB methods for a small ( 1
cm) tumor size. The results demonstrate that UWB focusing
consistently produces the necessary temperature gradients re-
quired for effective hyperthermia treatment while preserving
normal physiological temperatures throughout larger regions of
normal tissue relative to NB focusing with an optimum exci-
tation frequency, particularly in breast tissue environments that
exhibit distinct dielectric-properties boundaries between fat and
fibroglandular tissue.
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